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WEBSITE URLS
The following are recent sites for which I have written all initial content. As
these are live sites administered by people other than myself, some
content may have been modified.

www.sync2picture.com
Site specializing in music licensing for film and television
www.air-packet.com
Wireless technology distribution firm
www.naviciti.com/oldsite/
Mapping technology and web consulting firm
www.pieceofcakeliqueur.com
Alcoholic beverage manufacturer/distributor
www.123.net
Wireless communication services firm
www.estoyaquicostarica.com
Costa Rican vacation resort

MEET YOUR NEXT 300,000 CUSTOMERS.
In February, 300,000 visitors will come to downtown Detroit for the Superbowl –
people who need to know where to go, what to do, how to get there, what’s going
on, and when it’s happening.

So introduce yourself.
MapDetroit.com is Detroit’s groundbreaking free electronic guide to everything and
everywhere to see, do, and buy in the downtown area—free to use, free to be listed
on. And now we’d like to offer you an opportunity to promote your business, attract
new customers, and provide valuable information to your clients – again, all for free.
MapDetroit will be distributing a limited number of electronic touchscreen Interactive Information Systems for use in downtown Detroit’s best clubs, restaurants,
hotels, nightclubs, and entertainment venues. These wi-fi enabled information
stations will provide users with a free guide to every street, business, and event
happening in town – and they’ll provide you with a powerful means of attracting new
customers.
In exchange for hosting a MapDetroit Interactive Information System on your
premises, you’ll receive a full-screen Flash advertisement for your firm on all other IIS
kiosks as well as your own, and highlighted placement for your firm on the

Touch screen
Wi-fi enabled
Stand up model shown

MapDetroit.com system, in addition to a complete listing of your company’s address,
contact information, key features, and URL. If you so desire, patrons of your firm will
be able to access wi-fi internet as well – saving you the expense and effort of buying
your own wi-fi system.
Again, this system is provided entirely free of charge, now and in the future. Want
one? Just ask. But act fast: There are more than 1800 businesses in downtown
Detroit – and only a few IIS kiosks to go around.
Questions? Feel free to contact us: info@mapdetroit.com or 313 965 4419

Touch screen
Wi-fi enabled
Desktop model shown

ABOUT NAVICITI
A major city. A nature preserve. A sports arena. A shopping mall. A factory floor. Naviciti builds branded
and customized rich-media mapping systems that let people not only find their way around, but see a
place, experience it.
For any site or destination, Naviciti can create an immersive virtual environment that enables users to
quickly and easily locate points or events of interest, and experience the sights and sounds through audio,
video, live cameras, and other media. Our systems engage, inform, and entertain – and provide a direct
communication channel to a precisely-targeted clientele, at precisely the point at which they make vital
activity or purchasing decisions.
We enable users to actively explore environments, following self-defined paths, looking from self-chosen
perspectives. And we enable our clients to build relationships with these users, and communicate directly
to them – to teach, sell, persuade, or entertain.

ABOUT MAPDETROIT.COM
MapDetroit.com is the first truly interactive guide to places and events in downtown Detroit. The MapDetroit system enables users to access up-to-date information on over 1800 businesses in the downtown
area, as well as streets, mass transit, parking facilities, and points of historical interest. A continuallyupdated Events guide provides information on arts, entertainment, and sporting events taking place
throughout the downtown area.
The MapDetroit system has recently been expanded to include Belle Isle Park, and additional key destination areas such as Midtown and Royal Oak are coming soon.

ABOUT MAPBELLEISLE.COM
MapBelleIsle.com was created by Naviciti as a public service to the City of Detroit, its residents, and park
patrons. MapBelleIsle is the first system to successfully integrate Macromedia Flash, the GoogleMaps
API, and the proprietary MapPlatform technology to provide visitors with both Flash and satellite photo –
based maps.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
info@naviciti.com • www.naviciti.com • (313) 965 4419

INTERVIEWS

Assault with a Smile

MELVINS

by David B. Livingstone
Photos by Dominique Spina
It’s one of those nights when everyone seems to be screaming.
First at the Magic Stick; then in the normally-desolate lobby of
the Ramada on Cass; finally in Lafayette Coney Island, where
clatter and clamor are drowned beneath repeated barks of
“chili cheese fries.” It’s three AM, the morning of September
12, and the Melvins are in search of sustenance following a 90minute set. Silence, even relative silence, is elusive.
Buzz Osborn, Dale Crover, and Kevin Rutmanis are tired.
It’s late. And there isn’t much time - the band heads for
Cleveland bright and early - and there’s a lot to talk about.
Their just-finished set at the Magic Stick; their just-released
collaboration album with English gloom-industrial guru
Lustmord; their about-to-be-released disc with Jello Biafra; the
monstrous coffee table book they just published, Neither Here
Nor There, which doubles as a “greatest hits” album. Beyond
that, it’s the 20th anniversary of drummer extraordinaire Dale
Crover’s first performance as a Melvin - September 11, 1984.
I am healthily skeptical. Really, September 11? “Yes, As
far as we can tell. September 11, 1984. It was also the date that
those cowards crashed those planes...” Buzz says.
“Which I predicted,” Dale asserts.
“Dale predicted that. He said there would be a new divine
wind,” Buzz agrees.
“I knocked over my two cymbal stands, and I said ‘this is
what’s going to happen about eighteen years from now.’”
Sarcasm has a sizeable place in the Melvins’ ethos. Despite
the apocolyptic volume, distorted roar of the guitar, and often
funereal trudge of their tempos, they leave the overseriousness
associated with many of their contemporaries at the door.
Humor, grim though it may be, is one of the band’s main
ingredients - even if many of their fans don’t get (or even
notice) the joke. Album titles like Pigs of the Roman Empire
and Hostile Ambient Takeover are funny. Redoing “Smells Like
Teen Spirit” with Leif Garrett on vocals (and actually
improving the song) was funny. Wearing matching muu-muus
onstage is funny. But audiences can be forgiven for thinking
that there just might be an undercurrent of malice, and that the
biggest joke might be on them.
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It’s an impression that The Melvins Trick and Riddle Book
does little to dissuade. It’s a CD-sized book oddly free of tricks,
and with only a few riddles (and no answers). Seems there
wasn’t enough room for such things once all the necessary
photos of car and motorcycle accidents, pictures of mummified
cats, and enlarged tick heads found their way in. So what was
the trick? “They got you to buy it,” Maureen Crover deadpans.
“No, we gave him one,” Buzz answers. “We tricked you into
taking one for free.”
“We met this guy in Minneapolis, a graffiti guy, who’d put
together a few little things like that. So we sent him a bunch of
images, and he put it all together. I love stuff like that. I’m so
happy with those sorts of things. I guarantee you that there will
be more stuff like that in the future.” Like what? “A DVD. But
I’ve got to think of an angle for it. It’s got to be like the book;
you’ve got to be just as confused when you’re done watching it
as when you start.”
Beyond sarcasm, Melvins Family Values also necessarily
entail doing things differently, both from everyone else and
from their own prior efforts. They’re probably the first band to
emerge from the various idioms critic-types have assigned them
to (metal, grunge, punk, blah blah....) to have produced their
own coffee table book - Neither Here Nor There, a monstrous
hardbound tome filled with amazing art and writing - none of
which has much at all to do with the Melvins.
“We got the idea to do the book a couple of years ago. We
were selling the trilogy gatefold vinyl, and the idea popped into
my head that it was like a book. Then I went and looked at a
whole bunch of rock books and I realized how stupid they all
are. I knew I didn’t want to do anything like that,” Osborn
explains. “So then it was a matter of thinking of a way to make
it happen that would be amusing to me and not totally
pointless. And avoiding completely any kind of biography type
thing, which I think is horribly boring. It’s got all kinds of
different artists and writers. Once it got started, it didn’t take
long for me to realize that this was going to be really fun and
cool. It was a lot of hard work, at least a year and a half.
Fortunately my wife (Mackie Osborn, designer of CD packages
for the likes of Tricky) is a designer, so that end of things was
pretty well covered.”

INTERVIEWS

I note that the Melvins book seems to have already been
influential, as Buzz has just bought Krist Novoselic’s recentlypublished Of Grunge and Government.
“I’d like to think that if I had sold upwards of 20 million
albums, I’d come up with something a little better than a halfassed paperback ghostwritten by a couple of chowderheads
from who knows where. It makes our book look like the Bible.
Or at least the tax code book.”
The Melvins’ latest album, Pigs of the Roman Empire, was
created in collaboration with English industrialist Lustmord;
continuing a longstanding trend, the album marks a departure
from anything fans might find familiar. Brooding electronics,
noise bursts, odd atmospherics suddenly interrupted by a
trademark Les Paul snarl. “I had the idea to do an album with
him a long time ago. And these things can take longer than you
imagine. At least three years ago, I heard his stuff and thought
that it would be a cool collaboration.
“There are true collaborations, and then things that are
mostly us, others that are mostly him. It’s unlike anything we’ve
ever done, which is what attracts me from the very beginning.
We did our stuff in LA at the same place we did Hostile
Ambient Takeover. He did his own stuff in his own studio. It’s
everything I like about making music; it’s something different
than anything we’ve done, and he’s an interesting character
who’s added things we never would have thought of. I think it
came out really good. Kevin calls it our Dark Side of the
Moon.”
Pigs of the Roman Empire was released to an eagerlywaiting world in August. But in one of those career-killer sort of
moves that record label execs would usually scream about (but
of the sort that the Melvins seem to do habitually), they’ve
already got their next disc ready for October release - a
collaboration with Jello Biafra, who joined them onstage at the
Magic Stick. “Jello got interested in us way late in the game.
And I don’t know how interested he really is in us, but enough
to give it a whack,” Buzz says. “When we got an opportunity to
do something with him, it seemed weird enough and too much
of a golden opportunity to pass up.”

appearance onstage at the Magic Stick came as a welcome
surprise to the several hundred fans in attendance, and it was
all that was needed to spur an already-cyclonic mosh pit to
fevered new heights. Live and on record, it’s an odd pairing that
works extremely well, with Biafra’s polemics meshing well with
the band’s blunt-force-trauma sound. “I think it’s good; I’m
happy with it,” Crover says. “It’s been an interesting
experience, and it’s going to be a very interesting result, for
sure.”
“I like working with Jello because he means it,” Rutmanis
says. “It’s good to be around somebody who’ll practice what
they preach.” Live, Jello practiced by spending half of
“California Uber Alles” crowd-surfing. “You won’t find me
diving out there at that age,” Crover says admiringly. “You
won’t find me diving out there, period,” Osborne replies. “He
likes people a lot more than I do.” It was a fitting finale to a set
that included the blaring of Rutmanis’ pedal-triggered fire
alarms, the screeching of one of his custom-made doll voice toys
(“You give the best happy hugs ever” sounds different distorted
at 120 decibels), and ninety full minutes of sound-cudgel
wielded by the sole credible survivors of the once-vaunted
northwest music scene.
It was a fitting commemoration of Crover’s 20th year as a
Melvin, and Osborn treated the occasion with all of the
reverence it deserved. “Detroit is our third favorite place to
play, right behind Las Vegas and Des Moines,” he told the
crowd. What’s so great about Des Moines? “Nothing, really.
This is actually the finest place in the world to play. On the way
in, we saw an operating old folks’ home with a 20 foot pile of
garbage in front of it. It doesn’t get any better than that.”
“Somebody OD’d in the bathroom on chop chop charlie,”
Buzz says. Was that the first overdose at a Melvins show?
“What, that wasn’t a band member?” Kevin asks. “So no, it
wasn’t,” Buzz concludes. “What exactly is an overdose? We’ve
had severe underdoses. But it’s not like we’re almost out of
people. There are more dumb junkies where that came from.”
Subtle and sensitive to the last.•••••

And a golden opportunity it was indeed. Biafra’s
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BOOK REVIEW FOR DETROIT FREE PRESS
COCAINE NIGHTS By J.G. Ballard, Counterpoint/Perseus, Washington D.C., 1998.
329 pp.; $23.00.
There's something wrong with Estrella Del Mar, the lazy, sun-drenched retirement
haven on Spain's Costa Del Sol. Lately this sleepy hamlet, home to hordes of well-heeled,
well-fattened British and French expatriates, has come alive with activity and culture; the
previously passive, isolated residents have begun staging boat races, tennis competitions,
revivals of Harold Pinter plays, and lavish parties. At night the once vacant streets are
now teeming with activity, bars and cafes packed with revelers, the sidewalks crowded
with people en route from one event to the next.
Outward appearances suggest the wholesale adoption of a new ethos of highspirited, well-controlled collective exuberance. But there's the matter of the fire: The
house and household of an aged, wealthy industrialist has gone up in flames, claiming
five lives, while virtually the entire town stood and watched. There's the matter of the
petty crime, the burglaries, muggings, and auto thefts which have begun to nibble away at
the edges of Estrella Del Mar's security despite the guardhouses and surveillance
cameras. There's the matter of the new, flourishing trade in drugs and pornography. And
there's the matter of Frank Prentice, who sits in Marbella jail awaiting trial for arson and
five counts of murder, and who, despite being clearly innocent, has happily confessed.
It is up to Charles Prentice, Frank's brother, to peel away the onionlike layers of
denial and deceit which hide the rather ugly truth about this seaside idyll, its residents,
and the horrific crime which brought him here. But as is usually the case in a J.G. Ballard
book, the truth comes with a price tag attached, and likely without any easing of
discomfort for his principal characters.
Cocaine Nights marks a partial return on Ballard's part to the provocative, highlysuccessful mid-career methodology employed in novels such as Crash and High Rise:
after establishing himself as a science fiction guru in the 1960s, Ballard stylistically
shifted gears towards an unnerving, futuristic variant on social realism in the 1970s. Both
Crash and High Rise were what-if novels, posing questions as to what the likely results
would be if our collective fascination with such things as speed, violence, status, power,
and sex were carried just a little bit further: How insane, how brutal could our world
become if we really cut loose?
Cocaine Nights asks a question better suited to the '90s, the age of gated
communities and infrared home security systems: Does absolute security guarantee
isolation and cultural death? Conversely, is a measure of crime an essential ingredient in
a vibrant, living, properly functioning social system? Is it true, as a character asserts, that
"Crime and creativity go together, always have done," and that "total security is a disease
of deprivation"? Suffice to say that the answers presented in Nights will be anathema to
moral absolutists; the world of Ballard's fiction, like life in the hyperkinetic, relativistic
1990s, abounds with uncomfortable grey areas.
On the surface, Cocaine Nights is a whodunit and a race against time, but as it
proceeds—and as preconceived conceptions of good and evil begin to dissolve—it
evolves into a thoughtful, faintly frightening look at under-examined aspects of 1990s
western society. As is his wont, Ballard confronts his readers with some faintly

outlandish hypotheses unlikely to be embraced by many, but which nonetheless serve to
provoke both thought and a bit of paranoia; it's a method that Ballard has developed and
refined on his own, and as usual, it propels his novel along marvelously.
Nights doesn't have either the broad sweep or brute impact of the landmark Crash,
but it retains enough social relevance and low-key creepiness to more than satisfy
Ballardphiles. As is often the case in Ballard's alternate reality, it's a given that his most
appealing, human characters turn out to be the most twisted, and that even the most
normal of events turn out to be governed by a perverse, malformed logic; that this logic
turns out to be grounded in sound sociological and psychological principles is its most
horrific feature. David B. Livingstone
Three Stars

FEATURE FOR DETROIT FREE PRESS/SIGNATURE MAGAZINE
IN DEPP’S FOOTSTEPS
Grosse Pointe Farms Teen To Sail Aboard “Pirates Of The Caribbean” Tall Ship
David B. Livingstone
If 13-year-old Grosse Pointe Farms resident Welling French is forced to write the
dreaded “What I did this summer” essay upon his return to school this Fall, at least he’ll
have plenty of interesting subject matter.
Welling is spending eight weeks of his summer camping in Vermont – but it’s the
next item on his busy engagement calendar that is likely to capture his classmates’
attention. He and five of his closest friends will sail aboard the SS Providence, a 110-foot
“Tall Ship” recently featured in the Johnny Depp film “Pirates of the Caribbean – Dead
Man’s Chest” when it departs from its home port of Providence, Rhode Island on August
21.
The four-day trip was initially offered as an item in a charity auction to benefit the
Grosse Pointe Academy, and was presented to Welling as a 13th birthday present. An
original plan to sail throughout the Great Lakes had to be abandoned when storm damage
resulted in the closure of locks on the New York canal system, preventing the Providence
from travelling to Port Huron, its intended point of departure.
“Tall Ship” is a loosely-applied term used to describe a traditionally-rigged
sailing vessel. The Providence is a faithful 1976 replica of a revolutionary war craft
initially piloted by legendary admiral John Paul Jones, which sank or captured some 40
British vessels during the course of the war. The original Providence began as a
merchant vessel owned by one John Brown, whose family founded Brown University. At
the outbreak of the war, Brown sold the Providence to the Continental Congress, making
it one of the first five ships in the United States Navy.
Welling’s mother, Hadley French, says her son is eagerly looking forward to
sailing on the Providence. “He’s so excited. Wide-eyed excited. He was jumping up and
down,” Hadley says. “He is absolutely a history fanatic – loves it.”
Hadley French shares her son’s excitement, and is enthusiastic about the
educational opportunities the trip will afford him. While on board, Welling and his
friends – fellow Grosse Pointers Christopher Stroh, Eric Huebner, Grace Rentschler,

Jackson Krieger, and Mack Day – will take an active role in the ship’s operations while
learning about shipboard life. “I sailed when I was much younger. My husband, who is
now deceased, sailed. Welling has not had this experience,” French says. “Rules and
regulations, standing orders, going aloft - they teach the kids all sorts of different
navigational things. They even take turns on watch. I hope he gains some sailing
experience, and knowledge about the history of the tall ships.”
In the latest “Pirates” movie, the unfortunate Providence is devoured by a sea
monster. In its less-eventful offscreen existence, the Providence serves as a “floating
classroom,” conducting an ongoing series of educational programs for teens, primarily in
its home port of Providence, Rhode Island. According to Kathleen McQuillan-Hofmann,
spokesperson for ship administrators the Providence Maritime Heritage Foundation, the
ship teaches the sorts of lessons Hadley French is interested in. “Kids learn to do things
hands on, take responsibility, work together, and follow instructions - things that they
will use in their lives,” McQuillan-Hofmann says. “The likelihood that the kids we work
with will become deckhands or captains is pretty remote, but having experiences where
they push themselves a bit and having those kinds of life skills are things you can always
look back on with pride, and can hielp you in another difficult situation in life, knowing
that you can accomplish wonderful things.
“It’s a great equalizer. It doesn’t matter how much money you have or what your
background is when you’ve got to raise sails together. It provides a chance for people to
come together and learn.”
As yet, the Providence is slated to embark without set ports of call, although
destinations such as Newport, Mystic Seaport, and Long Island are likely contenders.
Aboard the Providence, it’s the onboard rather than the offboard experience that counts
the most. “It’s mostly about being out sailing, getting some training, and learning about
navigation,” McQuillan-Hofmann says. “Our primary emphasis will be on sailing, not the
destination.” During the four-day excursion, Welling and his friends will work alongside
the ship’s standing crew, manning the tiller, “going aloft,” and learning to use both
traditional and contemporary navigation methods.
Hadley French is hopeful that her son’s shipboard experiences will provide
memories for a lifetime. “Welling is focused on the experience of being on one of these

ships. He thinks it’s awesome,” she says. “I think that the most wonderful thing is the
opportunity to do something like this with friends. You build great friendships doing
things like this, and I’m sure they all will.”

ARTICLE FOR INSIDER NEWSLETTER
ALL THAT MONEY CAN’T BUY:
Understanding Inflation – Despite “Ignorance By Design”
David B. Livingstone
Despite its effect upon our lives, inflation is poorly understood by the general public.
Beyond its broadest-brush definition as a rise in general prices over time – coupled with
the prevailing generalized sentiment that this is “bad” - few Americans outside of the
economic and investment communities have any considerable appreciation for inflation’s
causes or effects, let alone the mechanisms used for its measurement. As a consequence,
few are in a position to understand how economic data stands to be manipulated for
popular consumption, or what ends this manipulation may serve.
The dictionary defines inflation as “a persistent, substantial rise in the general level of
prices related to an increase in the volume of money and resulting in the loss of value of
currency.” As this definition extends beyond the laymen’s simple understanding of higher
prices at the supermarket checkout line or at the gas pump, it is certainly more useful
when it comes to comprehending the current gyrations in financial markets or the
precipitous decline in the value of the dollar versus other global currencies. Even so, this
definition only hints at a description of a broad, far-reaching phenomenon whose material
consequences at the international, national, local, and individual levels stand to be
immense in scope over the coming years.
Some of the confusion surrounding inflation stems from the federal government’s own
approach to the subject. In recent decades, officials – primarily those in the Bureau of
Labor Statistics – have taken to modifying the definitions, methodologies, and metrics
used to measure and describe inflation, explaining their actions as efforts to attain a
higher degree of accuracy with regard to results and forecasts. A pessimist’s assessment
of these activities would, on the other hand, hold that they were undertaken for nakedly
political ends: By “changing the yardstick” through which inflationary data is measured
and changing the terminology through which it is explained, officials are able to
obfuscate less-than-palatable information, conceal poor performance, and restrain
consequent impulses towards negative corrections within financial markets.
A public with a minimal grasp upon the concept of inflation itself is in a poor position
when it comes to apprehending the nature and the scope of such changes, or in
appreciating their sweeping consequences. Two such changes within the past two decades
are particularly worthy of note:
• Beginning in 1997, the Bureau of Labor Statisics chose to omit both fuel and food
prices from its Core Consumer Price Index surveys;
• In 2006, Federal Reserve ceased reporting M3 aggregate figures concerned with
currency supply, specifically with regard to the rate at which U.S. currency was
being printed and distributed.
The immediate and obvious consequence of both these changes is that it becomes much
more difficult to formulate a highly accurate assessment of inflation and inflationary

trends at any given point in time—particularly in regard to gauging the actual “cost of
living” impact upon consumers. As a result, meaningful working, day-to-day projections
become that much more difficult to formulate, particularly for non-specialists. In practice,
a public benefit of such obfuscation is a mitigation of impulses towards market (or
popular) panic; a private benefit, reserved for those charged with shepherding U.S. fiscal
and economic policy, is that it is more difficult to trace their actions or lack thereof to a
measurable economic consequence.
This is not to say that such consequences do not exist, as anyone who has taken note of
$1000 gold or $110 oil in recent weeks can attest to. Some of those who have taken
note—and with considerable alarm—have created a virtual cottage industry of tracking
the data that the Federal Reserve and the Bureau of Labor Statistics have abandoned, and
providing their prognostications to similarly-worried audiences of website visitors and
newsletter subscribers. One such firm, John Williams’ Shadowstats.com, makes it its
practice to measure consumer prices and inflation by their traditional, historic indices
rather than by the government’s recently adjusted metrics. Shadowstats.com maintains its
own M3 money supply calculations, and factors energy and food into its inflation figures.
The resulting figures are, at least at first glance, sufficient to cause even the most
seasoned investors some degree of alarm.
Shadowstats.com’s M3 figures indicate a current rate of increase in the money supply of
nearly 18% annually - more than double the 8% official rate in effect in 2006, at the time
official M3 reporting ceased. (1) Likewise, Shadowstats’ current inflation figures for
2008 show a rate of nearly 12%, as opposed to the approximate 4% official figure. (1) If
the site’s figures are indeed correct, it is no wonder the economy’s stewards at the
Federal Reserve would be disinclined to continue reporting results based upon traditional
metrics.
Unfortunately, the bad statistical news doesn’t stop there. The site also projects firstquarter 2008 GDP growth rate, as measured by traditional rather than current methods, of
negative two percent, and unemployment estimates substantively higher than official
figures (the site continues to count “discouraged workers” who have been unemployed
for over six months, a group who have been omitted from the official government
statistics since the Clinton administration). (1) It seems reasonable to assume the
diminished demand for commodities and goods suggested by both a high unemployment
rate and a sluggish GDP are in fact acting as mitigating factors on inflation, and that
inflation rates would be higher still otherwise.
Other experts hold a divergent range of opinions in regard to inflation’s actual rates and
true causes. Some increasingly cite the European and U.S. push towards biofuels as a
driver behind skyrocketing agricultural commodity prices. (2) Others emphasize
increased third-world demand for commodities, or commodity speculation triggered by
anemic interest rates (3) in addition to the growth in the money supply. The nearly
universal belief seems to be, however, that inflation stands to pose significant challenges
in an already troubled U.S. economy, and that overly-rosy government assessments will
do little to help in meeting the challenges this outlook poses.

In the area preceding the dot-com bubble, and even in the big-borrowing housing bubble
years that followed, many Americans could afford to ignore inflation and the quiet
machinations surrounding it. As price rises start to be felt in Americans’ pocketbooks,
however, this stands to change: U.S. Consumer Price Index data released in January,
2008 indicated an overall food cost increase of 4.9%, with the price of groceries
themselves increasing 5.6%, during 2007. What seems certain is that in an era marked by
rising prices, a highly competitive job market, a collapsing dollar, and a badly-wounded
real estate market, ignorance becomes perilous. What we don’t know can hurt us—and
already has.

(1) Shadowstats, http://www.shadowstats.com/alternate data
(2) Loch Adamson, “Fueling Opportunity,” Alpha Magazine,

February 2008.
(3)James D. Hamilton and Menzie Chinn, Econbrowser,

http://www.econbrowser.com/archives/2008/03/would_you_like
.html#more

Financial Planning Isn’t
Supposed To Be This Easy.

It isn’t supposed to be Free, either.
Things change.

And it does it all for free.

And where financial planning is concerned,
it's NetPlanner™ that's changing them.
NetPlanner is the web's first free, comprehensive financial planning service. It's a
completely secure, completely private
system proving fully personalized planning services tailored to each user's
needs. Budgeting, college planning, goal setting, retirement
planning, debt reduction —
NetPlanner does it all.

Free to the user. Free to your company. Free to
your site, organization, or affiliation group.
If you'd like to offer the web's only free,
complete financial planning service to your
employees, members, or site visitors, check out
NetPlanner at www.lucidfinancial.com.
Or contact us at info@lucid financial.com.

Because planning ahead isn’t just
for those who can afford not to.
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ASL Clubs help make
communication possible.
For everyone.
American Sign Language, or ASL, is the language of choice for many of the more than thirty
million Americans who are deaf and hard of
hearing. Every day, ASL makes communication,
collaboration and cooperation between Deaf and
hearing people across the country in courtrooms,
in classrooms, in public meetings, at entertainment events possible - anywhere that people
need to understand or be understood.
The ASL Club in your school or community plays
an important part in making it happen. By providing support to individuals learning ASL, by
promoting ASL in the wider community, and by

building awareness of ASL’s vital role as a primary
means for communicaiton and self-expression for
deaf and hard of hearing individuals, your ASL Club
provides an invaluable public service. It is support
from people like you that allows this work to continue.
Your support for your school or community’s ASL
Club helps to provide a firm foundation for ASL education, allowing the club to pursue the educational,
practical, and recreational pursuits necessary to
attract new members and remain viable, active, and
engaged in the community.

What giving gets you...
Something amazing happens when the worlds of American Sign Language and popular
music meet: A beautiful new art form is created, and music culture is finally made accessible to millions of Deaf and hard of hearing people.
Your $20 gift to your local ASL Club helps us to help others—but there’s something in
it for you, too. The Deaf Performing Artists Network’s It’s Everybody’s Music, Vol. 1 is a
groundbreaking collection of ASL-centric music videos featuring songs from artists such
EMINEM, CHRISTINA AGUILERA, JOHN MAYER and more.
This special DVD release is the first ASL video compilation of its kind. Get one for
yourself, as a gift for a friend, or as a donation toa library or school - you’ll be supporting
Deaf artists and performers, and helping to build awareness of Deaf creativity.
T h a n k Yo u F o r Yo u r S u p p o r t

TH3YN3V3RSL33P

Finally, the product the world has been waiting for: A belt sander for human minds.
TH3YN3V3RSL33P’s debut CD Mother Nature Sings Her Lullaby is a double-barreled blast of musical
mayhem designed to slice, dice and dismember while laughing all the way – ten choice morsels of razorriddled, no-quarter-given rock and roll. As addictive as candy-coated crystal meth, as relentless as a
truckful of rattlesnakes, Mother Nature infuses this most used and abused of musical genres with a manic
intensity, fevered urgency, and steamroller-strength ultra-pummel of a sort that haven’t been heard in years
– if ever.
Start with the opening cut, “Heaven In Hell”: A blurry crescendo of echo-drenched guitar notelets burst
from the speakers like thousands of shards of colorful broken glass; at the four count, the rhythm section
kicks in, already in overdrive – jungle-hate drums and boa constrictor basslines laying the foundation for a
swift plummet into a parallel nightmare universe. The vocal delivers the coup de grace: Now barking, now
pleading, now growling like a slightly rabid rottweiler. This, dear friends, is the sound of Pat Boone being
fed headfirst through a wood chipper while a blackened sky rains anvils and clawhammers to the
accompaniment of a children’s choir. And they’re just getting warmed up.
Throughout the ten-song expanse of Mother Nature, TH3YN3V3RSL33P skip across genres and sonic
textures as forcefully and effortlessly as stray bullets ricochet around a crowded room: punk, metal, surf,
noise, and myriad sub-styles plop onto the TH3YN3V3RSL33P dissecting table to be smashed to bits,
strained through a filter of sonic filth and expelled through tortured speakers, all the better to irretrievably
warp impressionable minds. By the time the album’s closing cut rears its demented head—a psychedelicsquall rendition of the ‘60s apocalypse classic “Morning Dew”—the listener has been catapulted, bruised
and ecstatic, into a damaged day-glo personal apocalypse.
Who knew the end of time could be so much fun? Mother Nature Sings Her Lullaby is the one-way ride to
Damageville that you’ve been waiting for. Hop on board and hang on.
Mother Nature Sings Her Lullaby is a MAD QUEEN RECORDS release.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
January 14, 2009

ALTIN HOLDINGS, L.L.C. ANNOUNCES 22.56% ESTIMATED ANNUAL
RETURN FOR ALTIN FUND
ROCHESTER, MI – Altin Holdings, L.L.C., a Michigan-based investment firm, has
announced an estimated 22.56% annual return in 2008 for its signature Altin Fund
managed futures fund. The Fund’s strong performance stands in sharp contrast to
deflating stock indices and a broader market landscape buffeted by a succession of
financial crises.

The Altin Fund reported a 3.82% return for the month of December.

“I am enormously pleased to be able to report these extraordinarily positive results for
2008,” states Altin’s Managing Member of General Partners Sebastian Lucido. “The past
year has not been kind to the vast majority of investors, to stocks, or to financial services
firms, and there has been tremendous pain felt throughout not only the American
economy, but around the world, and there are few indications that 2009 stands to be
much of an improvement. In the face of such circumstances, it can only be with pleasure
and relief that I am able to report to you that not only have we successfully held our own,
but that we have managed to greatly outperform the broader market and the vast majority
of our competitors in the investment services field.”

Altin Holdings, L.L.C. is a holding company created to administer the Altin Fund, a
managed futures “fund of funds.” Led by Lucido, the fund places investments via a
divergent array of carefully selected—and closely monitored—fund managers
worldwide, striving for diversity and non-correlation in investment strategies.

“I firmly believe that the Altin Fund’s current success stands as positive proof that even
in the most daunting and challenging of economic circumstances—and sometimes even
because of challenging circumstances—there remain an abundance of opportunities for
skilled managers to succeed,” Lucido says. “It is an unfortunate truth that too many in
this industry have failed to recognize warning signs and emerging trends in recent times,
or to act responsibly and flexibly to meet them. They and their clients are paying the
price for that. But even a sharply negative market dynamic, such as we are seeing at
present, contains opportunities for profit if you make the right choices at the right time.
Altin is fortunate to have managers capable of making these choices.”

Altin Fund is a financial services firm headquarted in Rochester, Michigan. For more
invformation, call Altin at (248) 413-6100, email Sebastian at sebastian@altinfund.com,
or visit the Altin website at www.altinfund.com.

Proposal To Serve

The Detroit Zoological Society
Presented by
Naviciti
November 28, 2006
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Introduction
It is our pleasure to provide you with this proposal to serve the Detroit Zoo and the
Detroit Zoological Society as the provider of your planned website improvements.
We take great pleasure at the prospect of working with one of the Detroit area’s most
venerable and beloved institutions - an organization whose pioneering exhibits,
educational initiatives and conservation efforts have resulted in its attaining the abiding
respect and affection of an entire community.
While we have already been in discussions with you about the creation of an interactive
mapping product for the Zoo, we haven’t yet fully briefed you on our overall web
development qualifications. We hope that this proposal addresses any questions you may
have concerning our suitability to undertake your site redevelopment project.
We at Naviciti take your current rebranding and site redevelopment initiatives as
seriously as you do. We understand that at no time has it been more important that the
Zoo and the Zoological Society succeed in communicating effectively with their visitors,
supporters, and the community at large. If selected as your web development firm of
choice, Naviciti will dedicate its utmost efforts to the creation of a revitalized online
presence which properly presents the Zoo’s updated image, which conveys a sense of
welcome and belonging to potential visitors, and which embodies the consummate
professionalism of the institution.
We thank you for this opportunity to propose the provision of our services, and we look
forward to working with you to create the dynamic, vibrant, informative, and engaging
web presence you and the Zoo’s visitors both deserve.
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Our Understanding
We have reviewed your Zoo Website Redesign Project overview document, as well as the
main page redesign composites created by Doner, not to mention your existing website.
We believe that while we fully understand the material provided and available to us, there
are likely to be a number of site development issues which will require shared discussion
and consideration prior to the onset of development activities. We certainly believe
that these variables present no obstacle to our successful completion of the project
for you, especially since our normal habit is to maintain a close, collaborative working
relationship with each of our clients. We expect that any areas of uncertainty would be
addressed in due course through the normal collaborative process.
Based upon the materials available to us, we are able to make a few informed
assumptions concerning the current state and further development of your site. Perhaps
the most significant aspect of your site as it currently exists, from a development
standpoint, is that it appears to be based upon the Mambo content management system.
Given that you have stated that you expect to repurpose many of the currently existing
“pages,” it is our assumption that you wish for the site to remain within the Mambo
framework or of a similar, compatible CMS. Fortunately, our firm is well versed with
open-source content management systems such as Mambo and many of its competitors,
as well as the underlying programming language and database structure - PHP and
MySQL, respectively - which they require in order to function.
As the nature, structure and requirements of Mambo, or virtually any other similar CMS,
differ so widely from other standard web development applications and protocols (i.e.
HTML, DHTML, Flash, etc.) by virtue of the need for “pages” to be readily manageable
via the CMS’s proprietary user interface, this imposes certain strictures upon the nature
of the site’s content and presentation. We will need to work closely with you in order to
ascertain that your goals for your new website are compatible with your CMS’s inherent
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limitations, and that any potential areas of conflict are addressed early in the
development process so that appropriate work-arounds may be implemented and that
expectations can be appropriately managed. Since Naviciti has worked extensively
with Mambo and other similar systems, we have acquired the specialized skills that
development of CMS-operated and database-driven sites require, and come to your
project equipped with a broad repertoire of tools and tactics designed to wring the
greatest possible flexibility, value, and user appeal from any CMS while ensuring that site
management remains worry-free for your webmaster.
Naviciti would welcome the opportunity to refine and rework the new homepage
designs created by Doner to your satisfaction, as requested in Phase I of the project.
In undertaking this endeavor, we would remain cognizant of the need for the finished
designs to be successfully executed in the form of working CMS templates; as a
consequence, our work on these designs would be geared not only to meeting the
Society’s aesthetic expectations, but to meeting the technical requirements of the CMS,
resulting in a seamless transition from the composite stage to a fully-realized online
template.
In the event that the Society wishes for the new site to be constructed outside of Mambo
or a comparable CMS, we will need to work closely with you to gain an understanding
of the current site’s database structure and to export the current “pages” - that is, the
contents of the current site’s database - in forms suitable for reworking and subsequent
presentation. We anticipate that a suitable scheme for achieving this will be arrived at in
the course of our initial consultations with you.
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Our Work For You
Any website must meet several basic objectives in order to be considered a success:
It must attract initial user attention, drive continued user interest, engage the user
intellectually and aesthetically, and ultimately persuade the user of the quality and
integrity of the sponsoring organization, resulting in that user initiating an action – in
this case, visiting the Zoo. We bear these needs firmly in mind in our approach to every
project, and our work for the Detroit Zoological Society will be no different.
We will begin by working with you to gain a thorough understanding of your prospective
audience – who they are, what they want, and what they need to hear and see from you
in order to be moved to visit the Zoo, lend financial support, or otherwise positively
interact with you. This information will dictate our actions with each site element we
design. Throughout the site creation process, we will work closely with you to develop
logos, illustrations, design elements, and other materials which appropriately reflect the
Zoological Society’s brand and market approach and which work together to advance
your initiatives.
While your existing site provides much of the information a prospective patron or
visitor might find useful, we can readily envision how this material can be augmented
and reshaped to create a truly compelling, persuasive web presence which provides a
rich, detailed portrait of the Zoo and its multivaried exhibits, attractions, and learning
opportunities.
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We believe that there are several discrete areas in which we feel we can add considerable,
immediate value:
• Refinement of visual identity – creation of an integrated visual identity between
all site elements, including logo, color scheme, and design elements, working from
the designs created by Doner
• Rework of site navigation – recreation of the site’s navigation scheme to reflect a
user’s optimal path through the material presented, resulting in heightened interest,
comprehension, and user-friendliness
• Incorporation of animation and interactive elements designed to drive site
“stickiness,” spark visual interest, and increase site visit time
With each project we undertake, we begin with a simple premise: The only measure
of our success is our client’s success. In partnering with the Detroit Zoological Society
to realize your vision for your website, we commit ourselves to not only meeting but
exceeding your expectations with regards to the quality, usability, versatility, and appeal
of the finished site. We will work with you to craft a suitable timeline for the achievement
of project milestones, the staging of regular progress and online project reviews, and
necessary revisions as required with the goal of delivering a highly polished final product
on time and on budget.
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Our Qualifications
Naviciti is uniquely qualified to serve the Detroit Zoo and the Detroit Zoological Society
as the developer of your new web presence. We specialize in creating best-of-breed sites
for a broad range of businesses, organizations, nonprofits, and media/communications
concerns, each crafted with our client’s needs and objectives foremost in mind. Beyond
our web development capabilities, however, we incorporate a broad range of skills
extending beyond - but directly impacting - the online realm. We are musicians, writers,
filmmakers, producers, photographers, designers, and coders who possess a shared
capability to seamlessly integrate the products of our specialized skills into efficient,
unified wholes - sites notable not only for their beauty, but for their broad functionality
and operational efficiency. Ours are sites in which each disparate component, whether
imagery, music, video, or back-end code, perfectly complements and interacts with the
others to create an optimal end-user experience.
Naviciti has established a successful track record of meeting client challenges and
surpassing client expectations, delivering top-tier web communications products
precisely geared to address the business needs of our satisfied customers. We dedicate
as much time and effort as necessary to fully understand our clients’ needs and
aspirations, assess the needs and tastes of their audience, and craft a customized design
and development strategy that enables us to precisely meet the demands of each in
the finished project. Time and again we have been called upon to craft customized
communications solutions which meet highly particularized, business-critical
challenges, and each time we have delivered solutions which surpass all expectations. A
few examples follow.
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CHRYSLER-BBDO

Daimler-Chrysler wished to deploy a point-of-sale presentation system throughout its
dealerships nationwide wherein media would be presented through 42” flat-panel video
screens in dealer lobbies. In order for the system to function as envisioned, it would need
to:
• Enable the daily delivery of broadcast-quality video via the internet
• Enable central control of on-screen messages from corporate headquarters
• Permit dealer customization of select content areas, including localized comparison
pricing
• Create a dynamic application capable of reformatting and presenting new
information uploaded as raw data files
• Ensure smooth rendering of all video and animated content
• Account for unique differences in the Operating System used in the project (Linux)
• Utilize Macromedia Flash and ActionScript
• Complete all work within three weeks of start date
Naviciti succeeded in delivering a finished project that met all stated client needs within
three week time frame, in fact requiring only two weeks for all development work.
Resulting solution successfully deployed and utilized throughout the Daimler-Chrysler
dealer network.
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SONY MUSIC

Sony Music was incurring high and unnecessary costs as a consequence of 30,000
monthly calls to its help desk from internal customers needing assistance in using the
company’s proprietary information products and reporting systems. Company employees
with varying degrees of computer expertise or technical aptitude continually required
extensive expert assistance in navigating Sony’s labyrinthine and complex information
management systems - multiple separate applications, each requiring a degree of
detailed knowledge on the part of users in order to be utilized correctly. Naviciti
successfully created the prototype for an online help system that enabled users to quickly
and easily obtain answers to their helpdesk questions, replacing live phone support as
the first-choice option for users needing assistance.

STARTUP NATION

Startup Nation, a syndicated technology-oriented radio program, needed a streaming
MP3 player with search and categorization functionality for purposes of online representation of archived program episodes.
Naviciti created a dynamic system using Flash, ASP, and SQL Server whereby programs
could be readily encoded, uploaded, and stored; programs were retrievable through
searches using user-definable keywords. New programs could readily be added to the
library, and became immediately accessible as a result of the application’s dynamic
structure.
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Your Engagement Team
Naviciti shall provide a top-tier project development team of highly-skilled professionals
chosen for their dedication, effectiveness, and expertise within their disciplines. Your
team will include the following personnel serving in a leading capacity:
TONY SMITH
Project Creative Director/Flash Designer
Tony Smith will take a leading role in creative development for this undertaking, serving
as the project’s lead strategist as well as providing oversight for all aspects of the
project’s design and development progress. The founder of Naviciti and its predecessor,
Technology Productions Inc., Tony has worked with Fortune 500 companies throughout
America and abroad, providing marketing strategy and creative productions to
ongoing advertising and marketing campaigns for clients such as Sony Music, Red Bull,
Molson, Nintendo, Cadillac and General Motors. His multifaceted career path has been
predicated upon innovation and entrepreneurial drive at every juncture: In addition to
leading Naviciti to success, Mr. Smith has worked as a promoter, producer, on-air radio
personality, record label owner, designer, consultant, and multimedia producer.
DAVID B. LIVINGSTONE
Strategic Communications, Copy Development and Project Management
Business strategist David Livingstone specializes in developing high-profile, highimpact media and marketing communications initiatives for a broad array of advocacy,
nonprofit, and commercial concerns. He has conceived and executed globally-successful
media initiatives resulting in media coverage on five continents as well as all major
US television networks and wire services. As Director of Communications for Lucid
Financial Services, Livingstone successfully rebranded an established financial services
firm and integrated online and offline media communications and customer acquisition
initiatives. In his capacity as Senior Proposal Consultant for Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu,
Livingstone successfully executed client acquisition drives which resulted in contracts
with several new Fortune 100 clients, notably the Kellogg Corporation.
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JIM TURNBULL
Executive Vice President, Client Relations
As Senior Vice President of Public and Political Affairs for Axiolog, Jim Turnbull
maintained extensive communications with the Departments of Defense, Transportation,
and Homeland Security, as well as governments in the Middle East and the European
Union. He has led communications initiatives for the City of Detroit as the Director of
Communications during the Dennis Archer administration. Turnbull has served as a
Senior Vice President and Group Creative Director at Wunderman Worldwide, directing
the automotive efforts of the world’s largest direct marketer. Turnbull has also held
Creative Directorships at Ross Roy Advertising, J. Walter Thompson Advertising/Detroit
and the Detroit offices of Young & Rubicam. Turnbull’s clients have included the Ford
Motor Company, Chrysler Corporation, GM/Chevrolet Division, GMC, Dupont, and ParkeDavis.
CHRIS FICK
Illustrator/Designer/Flash Developer
Center for Creative Studies graduate Chris Fick has proven himself a solid member of
the Naviciti team. Fick’s clean, economical design work and expert Flash capabilities
regularly result in the rapid achievement of our projects’ milestones, and in uniformly
highly polished results. His illustrations have appeared in a broad variety of national
publications, including cover work. We anticipate a timeline of three to four weeks between
project inception and completion, as marked by the delivery of finished files and site deployment.
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Engagement Terms
Naviciti is aware of the budgetary strictures involved in this project, and we have worked
diligently to develop a bid which displays due consideration of the need for economy
while allowing for the considerable degree of specialized work involved in executing
this project fully and effectively. Because some considerable factors remain “unknowns”
to us at the time of this writing - notably, the question of whether or not the Society
wishes to continue to present its site through an open-source CMS - we present these
figures as “not to exceed” numbers, and allow for the potential for downward revision
as appropriate; we expect that in the course of discussions with you, it may well be
that certain mitigating factors - i.e., the degree of completion/degree of modification
necessary to already existing site pages - might facilitate such revision. Moreover, as is
the case with our mapping project undertaking, we might be able to assist in locating an
external sponsor to offset development costs, if you so desire.
We propose a two-stage pricing structure as follows:
PHASE I - DESIGN REVISION

$2500.00

PHASE II - SITE EXECUTION

$21,000.00

Compensation Terms:
TPI requires a 33% percent retainer of project estimate prior to initiation of work, with
33% due at midpoint review and the remainder due upon delivery of finished product.
Primary contact:
Tony Smith
Direct: (313) 965-4419
Mobile: (917) 330-9508
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– Jim Collins, GOOD TO GREAT

In an industry where change occurs at lightning speed, twenty years is an eternity. Companies and technologies
have come and gone. But for twenty years, Inacomp has worked with its partners and clients to create innovative,
customized systems crafted with two primary factors in mind — The needs of people, and the needs of businesses.
And we have built a great company in the process.
Behind every product we sell, behind every system we design, behind every solution we propose is a simple but
significant philosophy: It isn’t up to people to meet the demands of technology; it is up to technology to meet the
needs of people.
The result: Customer satisfaction. Customer loyalty. And that most coveted of commodities in the
world of business: Trust.
Inacomp’s clients know that we can be relied upon to deliver the right answers to their individual challenges, at the
scale and price that are right for them. We’re the company that they turn to first for answers, and first for innovation.
We’re the company that, for the past twenty years, has been their partner in success. We know that greatness is
based upon understanding, not bravado; we’ve left the over promising, overcharging, under delivering, and under
servicing to the other guys, and made a completely client-centric approach the core of our business.
I’m proud of our achievements over the past two decades — the roster of satisfied clients, and their many success
stories; our tradition of innovation in our field; our first-class product offerings; our top-notch team of talented,
dedicated professionals. As I look into the future, I look forward to putting Inacomp to work for you, doing what
it does best — providing the right solutions to maximize your success.
On behalf of the entire Inacomp team, I’d like to thank you for making us a recognized leader in the technology and
information management industries. It’s been great working with you for the last twenty years — and we’re looking
forward to delivering to you the best strategy, solutions, and service the next two decades can offer.

Sincerely,

Michael Kanan
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Inacomp.

Bringing The Future Within Reach
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An engineer discovers a significant process improvement.
A teacher accesses new, powerful instructional tools.
An accountant discovers a cost-savings opportunity.
A child finds the answer to a science problem.
Behind it all: Technology that works. Technology that meets human
needs, and answers human challenges. Technology provided by
Inacomp — if you didn’t know, we are the company that created
the retail computer industry.
Back in the age of the PC's infancy, Inacomp sold the very first IBM,
Compaq, HP, and Apple computers in the retail market, creating
the distribution model for hardware and software that is followed to
this day. Since then, Inacomp has evolved and has proven its ability
to provide custom-tailored computer and networking services that
work, from the elementary school classroom to the corporate
boardroom. For two decades, Inacomp has been in the innovation
business. And as we enter our third decade, our commitment to
your success is stronger than ever.

We learned a long time ago that it is not enough to simply
provide hardware, software, and networking capability. Even
more important: The vision, depth, innovation, and expertise that
Inacomp people can provide. The knowledge to build systems
perfectly suited to the tasks at hand. The insight to craft them with
usability, flexibility, and reliability as primary considerations. And
the vision to create them with an eye towards further growth,
innovation, and evolution. Solutions suited to today, and tomorrow.
All backed by a dedicated, professional team committed to
providing you with the support you need — whenever and
however you need it.

“Inacomp’s technical engineers are outstanding! They look out for our best interests, even when
they’re not necessarily in the best interests of Inacomp.” — Scott Fuzer, Volkswagen Credit
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“Starting a new business with
all of the related pressures and
worries is always difficult; being
able to rely on the experience
and knowledge base of
Inacomp really helped get me
through those tough set up
times. Now, we have a great
system installed and working
smoothly. The few times there
have been issues, Inacomp
personnel have reacted
promptly, courteously and
corrected the concerns.”
— John M. Polizzi,
John Bernard LLC

Strategy
Thinking first. Thinking fast. Thinking clearly.
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From the moment you begin to work with Inacomp, you’ll
notice that we do things a little differently.
Your Inacomp representatives take the time to listen, to learn, to
understand. To get a firm handle on your unique business and its
needs, and carefully analyze the solutions that might be right for
you. And to make recommendations driven by your needs and
goals rather than our profit margins.
It’s a different way of working. And it’s one that works well for
both of us.
Working closely with you in your project’s initial stages, taking the
time to gain a complete understanding of your business’ unique
characteristics, and recognizing opportunities for innovative
approaches to your challenges, is what separates us from our
friendly competitors. We take pride in the extra steps we take to
forge a solid bond of communication and understanding. The
results: The right solutions for you and your company. Peace
of mind for you, and a long-term working relationship for us.

Inacomp’s client-centric focus starts from the top down. Members
of Inacomp’s senior management are closely involved in your projects,
providing vision and oversight throughout the entire process—from
early consultations, through order placement, through deployment,
and during any subsequent support services. Ensuring your absolute
satisfaction is our highest priority — it’s the basis for a long and
successful working relationship, and the foundation of our success.
It is our aspiration to make your company our client for life, and no
less than our absolute commitment to you can make this happen.
Our client service representatives at all levels share this customercentric orientation. As highly trained, experienced, empowered
professionals, they are entrusted with the task of ensuring that each
aspect of the solutions we provide precisely meets your needs
today, and is tailored to fit your continued growth and changing
requirements. Today’s technology solution is only as good as its
applicability tomorrow—you need solutions that make sense now,
and in the future. At Inacomp, we take a proactive, long-term
approach to this crucial planning stage, working with you to determine
how your needs are likely to evolve in the coming years, and making
product and service recommendations that are right for you.

“Our Inacomp representatives are very responsive and easy to communicate with. We speak the same language and they deliver
on their promise each and every time.” — Gerald Schunder, Volkswagen of America

Solutions

The right products. The right technology. The right results.

Inacomp’s vast technological
expertise covers a comprehensive
array of products and services
geared to the needs of today's
business, provided either singly or
as a component of a comprehensive
managed services program. Some
of the core products and services
we provide include:
Managed Services
Computer Sales & Service
Mobile Computing
Web Filtering
Workgroup Applications

It’s every company’s technological nightmare: You expend countless hours, dollars, and energy in
building what seems to be a robust, flexible information management infrastructure—only to find
that the system that looked so good on paper isn’t flexible enough to evolve with your changing
needs. Or worse, that it doesn’t meet your needs at all.
Plainly put, this is what doesn’t happen when you work with Inacomp's Managed Services team.

Wireless Connectivity Products
& Services
Productivity Enhancement Tools
Custom Networking &
Connectivity Solutions
Consultation & Training

Inacomp specializes in providing best-of-breed products from top-tier manufacturers — names such
as Hewlett-Packard, Cisco, Microsoft, Gateway, LexMark, and IBM, whose products’ demonstrated
excellence meet our rigorous standards for quality, reliability, flexibility, and cost-effectiveness. In
addition, we pride ourselves on being among the first to recognize, research, and adopt innovative
solutions from other vendors, and apply them as appropriate—but only once we’re certain that they
measure up to the same high standards.
At Inacomp, we strive to make your technology purchasing risk-free. We believe that you don't
pay for effort — you pay for results. Consequently, you’re assured of receiving top-quality
products at competitive prices, all carefully chosen for interoperability, effective integration with
existing systems, expandability/adaptability, and suitability for your particular purposes, needs, and
objectives. You can be certain that your company is receiving the focused attention of specialists
whose in-depth knowledge of the products and systems to be deployed ensures their suitability
and reliability.
In short, it’s called “getting it right the first time.” And it’s what we do best.

System Installation
Data Security Solutions
Computer Maintenance
& Programming
Hardware Specifications
& System Integration
Document Imaging Applications
& Services
Outsourcing
Custom Cabling Solutions
Large-Scale Integration Products
Factory Authorized Service Providers

Service
Outstanding Service. Outstanding Results. Inacomp Technical Services
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A lot of technology services companies talk a good game when
it comes to customer service, especially after the sale; claims of
excellence are as abundant as the companies themselves. But
Inacomp and its managed services arm, Inacomp Technical
Services, have the facts to prove it. Whether measured in terms
of our uniformly high levels of customer satisfaction or the
comprehensive training and certification procedures undertaken
by our team of engineers, Inacomp is clearly leading the way.
The loyalty of our company’s clients speaks for itself — many
have grown alongside us during the past twenty years — this is
a key indicator of Inacomp’s success in providing top-tier service.
Inacomp has been designated a “preferred managed services
provider” by many outstanding clients, including Volkswagen of
America—technologically-savvy, fast-paced organizations who
know they can count on Inacomp's team to help them set the
pace of change. Our highly-skilled personnel are armed with the
subject-specific knowledge it takes to continually exceed client
expectations. Once again; our clients don't pay for effort — they
pay for results, and we have been rewarded with their unswerving
loyalty.

Inacomp’s commitment to service excellence is demonstrated
by the high standards of education and experience we set for
our team members. Inacomp team members are required to be
certified in the technologies they support—i.e., A+, IBM, HP,
LexMark, Websense, Gateway, and Cisco to name a few—as well
as holding necessary certifications such as MCSE, CNE and CCIE
as appropriate.
Inacomp’s commitment to learning extends company-wide. Before
knowledge sharing was a buzzword in industry publications, it was
a way of life at Inacomp. In our view, knowledge and education are
key differentiating factors which set our staff—and the services they
provide—apart from our competition. Our commitment to the
continual training and development of our staff is your guarantee
of unparalleled expertise, as we work with our key partners to
ensure their access to the most up-to-date information and
knowledge resources.
Couple these factors with a commitment to clear, open
communication with your staff at all levels, the involvement of
Inacomp senior management in the planning and execution of
your company’s specialized solution package, and Inacomp’s
commitment to the establishment of synergistic long-term client
relationships, and you’ve got unbeatable customer service.
This means exceptional results for you!

Success
Your Success – Our Satisfaction
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How does Inacomp measure success? Not through effort —
through results, as measured by the success and satisfaction
of our clients.

SUCCESS STORIES

Twenty years’ worth of creating lifetime clients can hardly be
summarized in a document such as this. Still, one or two of the
win/win relationships we’ve established in the corporate and
educational realms serve as good examples of the Inacomp way
of doing business—accomplishing the exceptional, every time.

Chippewa Valley Schools teachers, administrators, parents, and
students aren’t content to settle for anything less than a first-rate,
technologically-rich learning environment — which is why they turn
to Inacomp.

Chippewa Valley Public Schools

In their aggressive pursuit of leading-edge educational solutions,
district decision makers called upon Inacomp to deliver the
hardware and networking know-how it takes to create a completely
“wired” school district. Inacomp’s answer: thousands of brand-new
PCs connected via a proprietary fiber optic network deployed
throughout the district’s technology center, administration facilities,
and all elementary and secondary schools.

“Inacomp lets me focus on our
customers’ needs without roadblocks.
They trust my judgment and abilities,
letting me get what I need to get
done for our customers.”
– Charlene Zieger, Inacomp

Technological teaching tools are only worthwhile, though, if students
and teachers have ready access to them. Inacomp, along with
district IT personnel created the ideal solution: “mobile computer
labs” in the form of carts equipped with sixteen wireless-enabled
laptops, ready to be deployed in any classroom on a moment’s
notice. Roll them in, turn them on, and the learning begins.

A school district which has spent $47 million on technology, in
which every school has its own computer labs and websites, in
which every classroom has PCs, clearly understands the value of
a tech-enabled education. And that’s why when it came time to
undertake the largest NT to Windows 2000 migration in Michigan
in 2002, Inacomp is the technology integration company that the
Chippewa Valley school district trusted to complete such a
monumental task.

Volkswagen of America
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What does it take to remain successful as one of the world’s
leading automobile companies? Volkswagen of America knows—
and technological adaptability, usability, reliability, and versatility
are a big part of their answer. That’s why Volkswagen of America
has designated Inacomp as a preferred solutions provider.
In 1984, Inacomp sold Volkswagen of America its very first desktop
PCs — seventy-five of them to be exact. Since then, this winning
relationship has expanded to include a broad range of products
and services to this leading-edge automaker as part of its managed
services program: server management, desktop asset management,
software management, hardware sales and leasing, upgrades,
installation and removal, end-to-end wiring, help desk and secondtier desktop support augmenting VW’s own team.
Quality, reliability, capability, and knowledge are the yardsticks
Volkswagen of America cites in its selection of an IT services firm —
and the company has been sufficiently satisfied with Inacomp's
second-to-none services to deem it Volkswagen's preferred
provider.

VW Credit
Deployed throughout VW Credit’s facilities are a multitude of
laptops, desktop PCs, and servers which serve as the essential
nervous system of this leading-edge organization—machines used
by VCI people for the essential creation, modification, and transfer

of the millions of vital data and communications documents
which keeps the company running. Who does VW Credit turn to
for configuration services, hardware recommendations, and for
consultation on server and desktop issues? Inacomp.
Since VW Credit's establishment, Inacomp has worked hard at
keeping the company at the cutting edge of technology,
identifying and deploying the right technological solution the first
time. It’s a challenge and commitment that Inacomp continues to
meet, and continues to pass with flying colors—delivering purposesuited solutions which continue to be met with rave reviews.

Lucid Financial Services
Small businesses in America are founded with big goals in mind —
but all too often, with only limited financial means available to
achieve them. Such was certainly the case with Lucid Financial
Services, an innovative financial planning and investment firm which
sought to leverage the strengths offered by the latest internet
technologies.
Other IT service providers may have taken a look at Lucid and seen
the limitations, but Inacomp saw the opportunities. Senior Inacomp
team members worked closely with Lucid’s management to
carefully assess the firm’s needs and goals, and then to determine
the technologies available to meet them. The result — working
with Inacomp, Lucid was able to quickly deploy a remote server
capable of handling robust web-based applications used
simultaneously by hundreds of users.
At the same time, Inacomp created a local network and
development server for Lucid which enabled the seamless and
secure transfer of data to the remote server as well as within the
company — a system sufficiently versatile and reliable to function
optimally with only minimal involvement by technical staff.
Inacomp’s reasonable pricing, expert needs analysis, and
responsive service resulted in a system which successfully met
the needs of ambitious aspirations on a modest budget.

Ready to reach for the next level of information technology excellence? We’re here to help you.
Inacomp and Inacomp Technical Services are your source for best-of-breed technology and
information management solutions.

If you’d like to receive further information or to consult with an Inacomp
representative, contact us at:
20715 Kelly Road
Eastpointe, Michigan 48021 USA
Telephone:
(586) 445-8010
Outside Michigan:
(800) 711-8010
Fax:
(586) 445-0402
www.inacomp.net

Inacomp is pleased and privileged to give back to the communities who
support us and who are the basis for our strength. We are proud to have
offered our support to the following non-profit organizations.
“We are here foundation”
“Cystic Fibrosis Foundation”
“Family Independent Agency”
“Barbara Ann Karmanos Cancer Institute”
“Light House”
“Salvation Army”
“Mother Waddles Perpetual Mission”
“Capuchin’s”
“Adult Well Being Services”
“FOCUS: HOPE”
“Turning Point”
“CARE”

A proven performer for
changing times.

at Altin, we specialize in maximizing
the power of potential.

IN A CONTINUALLY CHANGING
INVESTMENT LANDSCAPE,
ALTIN CHANGES FIRST.
A successful investment strategy used to be fairly simple: “Buy
low, sell high.” identify a growing company or market, take
a position, and allow the passage of time to build wealth.
Simplicity and success are no longer synonymous.
Success in today’s complex, tumultuous investment landscape requires innovative
thinking, pre-emptive risk management, and a broad-based strategy leveraging a
diverse array of traditional and emergent investment vehicles. An increasingly interdependent global marketplace is continually buffeted by abrupt change thanks to
shifts in political power, natural disasters, wars, and intense global competition for
increasingly-scarce commodities and resources. The result is a turbulent investment
landscape in which dangers undreamed of in the past are now considered inevitable.
Success in such an environment goes to those with the knowledge, judgment and
foresight to envision change before it happens, to be the first to identify significant
emergent trends, and the dexterity to move rapidly to seize opportunities and dodge
hazards. Most importantly, success goes to those with courage and vision to continually adapt methods and strategies to suit changing circumstances — before new
conditions force every one else to.
Meet Altin.

Probo, accumsan adipiscing,
feugait quis, vel ut ut magna te,
tation. Nulla velit nostrud immitto
demoveo duis hendrerit nonummy.
Odio ullamcorper facilisi, commodo
odio et lobortis nisl elit vel delenit
facilisis praemitto iriure velit.
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TIME-PROVEN EXPERTISE. INNOVATIVE NEW
THINKING. A COMPANY CREATED FOR TODAY’S
INVESTMENT ENVIRONMENT.
In years to come, many companies will claim to have seen the
market upheavals of 2008 and their far randing consiquenses. Not
only by its performance but by its very existence, Altin can prove it.
Altin was created in anticipation of the frantic, unpredictable market landscape of
the present. Understanding the value of managed futures as a strategic shield against
the risks facing traditional invest ments, Altin’s management created the company expressly to maximize the potential of these powerful but little understood instruments
for the benefit of visionary investors who understand their vital role in a well-balanced
portfolio. Altin’s senior management understood the inevitable investment challenges
that global political, economic, and social upheaval would bring – and created Altin
to meet them.
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Meeting the uncertainty challenge
While globalization has produced new possibilities for investment and profit, it has
introduced innumerable new variables into the investment equation – particularly in
an era in which military activity, energy costs, and political uncertainty play such a
significant role in determining the destiny of currencies, commodities, corporations
and nations. In this new and rapidly evolving investment universe, investors need to
adapt to a climate of continual uncertainty, and to adopt strategies enabling them
to safeguard net worth as well as profit even in strongly adverse market conditions.
Almost inevitably, such an adaptive strategy must include managed futures.

2

The lucky withstand challenging times.
The skillful profit from them.

Managed futures can provide profit
opportunities in challenging times.
•

Studies show managed futures’ value in counteracting
negative effects of market declines and as a provider of
stability within a diversified portfolio

•

Futures are not dependent upon upward market trends
for profitability

•

Futures’ leverage provide disproportionate profit
potential

•

Futures enable investors to control physical
commodities at earliest stages of availability

3

The Managed Futures Advantage
In 1983, Harvard Professor John V. Lintner published his landmark paper “The Potential Role of Managed Commodity-Financial Futures Accounts and/or Funds in Portfolios of Stocks and Bonds.” In his study, Lintner promoted the then-radical idea that
this volatile investment vehicle not only had a rightful place within a well-managed
portfolio, but that it could both shield investors from a measure of downside risk
while enhancing profit potential in otherwise adverse market conditions. Lintner concluded that portfolios including “judicious investments in leveraged managed futures
accounts show substantially less risk at every possible level of expected return than
portfolios of stocks (or stocks and bonds) alone.”A subsequent twelve-year study by
Managed Account Reports bore out his hypothesis.
Lintner’s lessons have not been lost upon leading investors, as the exponential growth
in futures trading over the last 23 years attests to. Futures markets have grown in volume and dollar value to over 130 times their mid-1980s levels as market leaders have
adopted Lintner’s vision, diversifying their holdings through futures.

NEW YORK - APRIL 02: A trader

Such investors recognize that futures provide several distinct advantages
within the context of a well-rounded portfolio:

works on the floor of the New
York Stock exchange moments before the closing bell April 2, 2009
in New York City. The Dow Jones
industrials rose above the 8,000
mark for the first time in nearly
two months and closed up 216.48

• P
 ortfolio Diversification. By virtue of their lack of correlation to the performance
of other investments, futures provide stability within the context of a stock/bond
portfolio, often resisting the downside pressures afflicting other investment types.
•  Profit Potential Within Broadly Adverse Market Conditions. Profit potential
within futures markets is not dependent upon continual upward trends. Diminishing
values offer just as much profit potential to the skilled manager as growing values do.

points, just under the 8,000 mark.

•  Global Investment Capability. Futures accounts are readily able to invest globally
in more than 150 markets worldwide, including stocks, financial instruments, agricultural commodities, metals, energy, and currencies, thus escaping dependence
upon any individual market’s overall performance.

OPTIMUM PORTFOLIO MIX
Increase returns
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*1) Managed futures: CASAM CISDM CTA Equal Weighted;
2) Stocks: MSCI World;
3) Bonds: JP Morgan Government Bond Global; Source: Bloomberg

11%

12%

GROWTH OF ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT
IN MANAGED FUTURES
By the end of 2008, managed futures assets under management had grown to more than $225.5 billion dollars.
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By virtue of their leveraged nature, futures also offer profit potential far in excess of
the normal ratios in the stock and bond markets. A minimal initial capital outlay can
establish control over a far greater quantity of a commodity in dollar value, enabling
the investor to profit from the full value of the commodities traded. Such leverage can
go a long way towards offsetting stagnation or declines experienced within traditional investment vehicles during a given time period, as futures markets often experience
their greatest movements during slow or adverse periods for traditional investments.
While traditional investment models gain their profit potential from the growth and
prosperity of the companies who buy and use commodities, futures investments enable control over the lifeblood of these firms – the commodities themselves. Since
the value of commodities such as gold or crude oil is intrinsic and inherent, the value
exists across geographic borders and is not dependent upon the growth or well-being
of any particular firm, industry, or national economy. As a result, commodities and futures traders gain control over substances of innate value at the earliest stages when
profits may be obtained, and consequently wield a strong influence over downstream
commodity consumers.
How about some market trends for
the meat industry reported here.

ALTIN: MANAGING INNOVATION.
LEVERAGING EXPERIENCE.
When the decision is made to include managed futures into a portfolio, a
second and equally important question arises: Who is qualified to do the
managing?
Where futures are concerned, what you don’t know can hurt you – and hurt you
pretty badly. Expert management is necessary in order for a futures fund to attain
its true potential, and for investors to avoid the significant downside risks that uninformed futures investment can entail.
A fund is only as good as the people behind it – and only the best people are good
enough for Altin. Altin’s senior management consists of career investment professionals with proven expertise and a solid track record of achievement in broadly disparate
segments of the investment universe: Stocks and bonds, currencies, commodities,
institutional investments, futures, hedge funds and more. Our professionals have
spearheaded the investment strategies of leading public and private institutions, have
developed visionary investment planning tools and methodologies, and have successfully guided high-value private clients through the most delicate and challenging investment climates. Altin’s leadership has leveraged this expertise to assemble
a broadly-based team of specialists whose individual complementary strategies combine to form an overarching vehicle of remarkable strength and potential.
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Altin: The investement choice for those who
wish to leave the heard rather than follow it.
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The Altin leadership team has carefully researched and recruited leading
managers from a broad array of specialty arenas, assigned each an appropriate comparative weight within the Altin Fund, and made their individual
products accessible to the firm’s exclusive client base.
We’ve navigated the complex, confusing alternative investment waters to carefully select a team of proven performers whose individual vision and strength can be
counted on to provide our clients with best-of-breed performance across a broad
range of market sectors.

How about some market trends for
currency reported here.

Altin has chosen its participating professionals by virtue of their performance within
their individual specialties, rather than their adherence to an overarching fund philosophy. At Altin, we recognize that at the end of the trading day, only one thing matters: Performance. We let our professionals decide how to achieve top performance
– but we demand that they achieve top performance. Our aggressive performance
monitoring metrics ensure that senior fund management is continually aware of, and
responsive to, team members’ results. Altin tracks key performance traits on a daily
basis, and formulates an exhaustive monthly assessment of each manager’s results.
Multiple layers of analysts – both internal and external – monitor results and recommend fund reallocations based upon individual managers’ performance and emerging market trends.
In our view, the low correlation between futures markets and traditional investment
vehicles is not sufficient justification for Altin’s presence in an investor’s portfolio. We
believe that it is necessary to minimize correlation between managers within our fund
as well in order to provide the ultimate in diversification, balance, and flexibility – as
well as to rapidly recognize and profit from emergent trends in any substrata of the
futures universe. This unique approach is designed to reduce volatility while delivering
the highest level of performance to our clients.

Specific market expertise is necessary
for effective futures investment.
• A
 ltin offers a select group of managers chosen for their
knowledge, abilities, and proven profitability
• C
 ontinual monitoring of manager performance and regular
re¬allocation in response to changing circumstances
• V
 isionary fund leadership continually hones strategies,
expands fund breadth to maximize results
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TRADING THE WORLD’S PORTFOLIO
With its broadly diverse array of specialized
investment managers, expansive subject matter
expertise, and exhaustive knowledge of the
dynamics of global markets, Altin is uniquely
positioned to maximize virtually any investment
opportunity-no matter where in the world it may be.

This provides Altin investors opportunity with the
ultimate in investment versatility and resilience,
enabling them to profit from the in-depth
knowledge and decades of investment experience
provided by Altin’s select class of professional
mangers.

THE FUTURE THAT
MATTERS MOST: YOURS
Futures trading isn’t for everybody. Even as a qualified investor, you’ll want to carefully
consider whether your personal investment strategies and risk tolerance are suited to
the fast-paced world of futures. But if futures are right for you, then so is Altin.
You want and deserve the expertise, integrity, institutional strength, and personalized
attention that Altin has to offer. Our firm was founded with a single goal in mind: To
provide best-of-breed performance and value to our clients, and to grow based upon
a proven track record of excellence.
At Altin, we’re confident enough to subject our philosophy, management, practices,
How about some market trends for
softs reported here.

and outcomes to close scrutiny by multiple tiers of oversight by both our internal
experts and leading outside firms. Continual oversight and monitoring isn’t simply a
guarantor of our capability, performance, and integrity; it is the informational fuel we
use to drive continual growth and performance.
Ready to put the power of alternative investments to work for you? Perhaps
you’re ready for Altin. Because Altin is ready for the road ahead – whatever
it may bring.

Whatever the country, whatever
the commoditie, wherever it is
possible to build value: Altin is
there, providing our investors with
access to the incredable power of
potential.
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he future belongs to those who recognize the power
potential. The future belongs to Altin.

805 OAKWOOD DR. SUITE 125

ROCHESTER MICHIGAN

48307
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